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Summary
Recommendation ITU-T X.1570 provides a framework for discovering cybersecurity information
and the mechanism that enables this. Discovery can be seen as a stage of the cybersecurity
information lifecycle adjacent to information publishing and acquisition, which are integral and
necessary stages for discovery. Thus, the framework covers how to publish cybersecurity
information, obtain the candidate list, and acquire the needed information. A discovery scheme may
be implemented with arbitrary mechanisms so long as they comply with the framework. Among
these mechanisms are object identifier (OID)-based discovery and resource description framework
(RDF)-based discovery, which are also elaborated in this Recommendation.
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Introduction
Greater importance than ever is being placed on the exchange of cybersecurity information. An
international standard for exchanging cybersecurity information, called CYBEX, is drawing
particularly significant attention. CYBEX discovery, which provides a scheme for finding the
source of cybersecurity information, is among CYBEX's various technical specifications. This
Recommendation explains its framework and techniques.

iv
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1570
Discovery mechanisms in the exchange of cybersecurity information
1

Scope

This Recommendation provides a framework for discovering cybersecurity information and the
mechanism that enables this. Discovery can be seen as a stage of the cybersecurity information
lifecycle adjacent to information publishing and acquisition, which are integral and necessary stages
for discovery. Thus, the framework covers how to publish cybersecurity information, obtain the
candidate list, and acquire the needed information. A discovery scheme may be implemented with
arbitrary mechanisms so long as they comply with the framework. Among these mechanisms are
object identifier (OID)-based discovery and resource description framework (RDF)-based
discovery, which are also elaborated on in this Recommendation.
2

References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision;
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the
currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within
this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.
[ITU-T X.660] Recommendation ITU-T X.660 (2011) | ISO/IEC 9834-1:2012, Information
technology – Procedures for the operation of object identifier registration
authorities: General procedures and top arcs of the international object identifier
tree.
[W3C RDF]

W3C Recommendation (2004), Resource Description Framework (RDF):
Concepts and Abstract Syntax.
<http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/>

3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 object identifier [ITU-T X.660]: An ordered list of primary integer values from the root of
the international object identifier tree to a node, which unambiguously identifies that node.
3.1.2

ontology [b-Gruber]: An explicit specification of a conceptualization.

3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following terms:
3.2.1
1.
2.
3.

cybersecurity information: Structured information or knowledge concerning:
the "state" of equipment, software or network-based systems as related to cybersecurity,
especially vulnerabilities;
forensics related to incidents or events;
heuristics and signatures gained from experienced events;
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4.
5.
6.
7.

parties who implement cybersecurity information exchange capabilities within the scope of
this framework;
specifications for the exchange of cybersecurity information, including modules, schemas,
policies and assigned numbers;
the identities and trust attributes of all of the above;
implementation requirements, guidelines and practices.

NOTE – This definition is based on the description given for cybersecurity information in [b-ITU-T X.1500].

3.2.2 exchange (cybersecurity information): The transfer of cybersecurity information between
two or more cybersecurity entities. This transfer may be uni-directional, bi-directional, or
multi-directional, i.e., many-to-many.
3.2.3 discovery: The act or process of discovering the target, i.e., obtaining knowledge of the
target for the first time.
3.2.4

retriever: An entity retrieving cybersecurity information.

4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
CCE

Common Configuration Enumeration

CERT

Computer Emergency Response Team

CIRT

Computer Incident Response Team

CPE

Common Platform Enumeration

CVE

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

CVSS

Common Vulnerability Scoring System

CWE

Common Weakness Enumeration

CWSS

Common Weakness Scoring System

CYBEX

CYBersecurity information EXchange

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IODEF

Incident Object Description Exchange Format

MAEC

Malware Attribute Enumeration and Characterization

OID

Object IDentifier

OVAL

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language

RDF

Resource Description Framework

SCAP

Security Content Automation Protocol

SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol

XCCDF

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format

5

Conventions

None.

2
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Framework to identify and locate the source of cybersecurity information

Different cybersecurity organizations are implementing common cybersecurity protocols for the
capture and exchange of information on the system state, vulnerability, incident forensics, and
incident heuristics, in operational applications. As this information is becoming available from
many different sources, implementers should harmonize how they identify cybersecurity
organizations, trust and information exchange policies, and the information itself that is exchanged
or distributed. To address this issue, this clause introduces a framework to identify and locate the
source of cybersecurity information – the cybersecurity information discovery framework.
Finding cybersecurity information involves three entities: retriever, source, and directory. The
retriever retrieves the information by sending a request, the source provides requested information,
and the directory registers the metadata of the source's information and assists the retriever in
finding a proper source.
Retriever

Directory

Source
Information
publishing
stage
Candidate list
reception
stage
Information
acquisition
stage
X.1570(11)_F6-1

Figure 6-1 – Three stages of discovery
The discovery process is the communication process of the three entities, as depicted in Figure 6-1.
It has three stages: information publishing, candidate list reception, and information acquisition.
The source publishes its information for the cyber society by registering it with the directory at the
information publishing stage. The retriever queries a registrar directory for the list of candidate
sources at the candidate list reception stage. It then selects a source that seems best suited from the
list and receives the source's information at the source selection stage.
7

Types and level of details of discovered cybersecurity information

The discovery mechanisms are able to discover cybersecurity information. This mechanism intends
to discover the following seven types of information: user resource database; provider resource
database; incident database; warning database; product and service knowledge base; cyber risk
knowledge base; and countermeasure knowledge base. Figure 7-1 provides the ontology model used
in this Recommendation and shows the relationship between the information types used in this
model.
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DB: Database KB: Knowledge base

Figure 7-1 – Cybersecurity operational information ontology
This ontology is a model for describing the acquisition, accumulation and use of cybersecurity
information knowledge that consists of a set of operation domains, roles, and information types.
The roles, described with human icons in the figure, are generic and entities such as CIRTs may
encompass one or more of these functions. This model is used to define domains for cybersecurity
operations, and is then used to identify required cybersecurity entities to support the operations in
each domain. The details of the ontology are described in Appendix I.
Table II.1 shows cybersecurity specifications which are consistent with the seven types of
information described in this ontology model. The level of detail of discovered cybersecurity
information will follow the level of detail of the standards. Using this approach, the level of detail is
flexible and thus various standards could be built for specific purposes.
8

Cybersecurity information identifier

A unique identifier is needed to identify cybersecurity information. Any globally unique identifier
used for global cybersecurity information exchange shall have the following characteristics:
•
simplicity, usability, flexibility, extensibility, scalability, and deployability
•
distributed management of diverse identifier schemes
•
long-term reliability of identifier registrars, and the availability of high-performance tools
for discovering information associated with any given identifier.
Two unique identifier candidates fulfil the requirements mentioned above: the object identifier
(OID) and the resource description framework (RDF). These represent two primary paradigms for
common service and information discovery, as discussed in clause 9.

4
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Types of discovery mechanisms

Discovery schemes may be implemented with arbitrary mechanisms so long as they comply with
the framework. They are classified into two types – centralized and decentralized – from the
standpoint of how they register and manage cybersecurity information registries.
In the case of a centralized mechanism, directories manage one or more "central" registries, which
enable easy location and quick discovery of targeted information (the candidate list reception stage
may be omitted in some cases). The searching party, however, needs to first know of the existence
of a given registry before it can use it. The varied resources and costs involved in maintaining a
central repository can also make it prohibitive for those with limited resources. OID-based
discovery is a typical mechanism here.
In the case of a decentralized mechanism, directories manage multiple "distributed" registries. This
enjoys minimal resources and costs associated with making information available, and those
providing and seeking information need not know of each other's existence beforehand. Yet, in
order to find information starting from zero knowledge, the searcher literally needs to crawl the
entire Internet. RDF-based discovery is a typical mechanism here.
9.1

OID-based discovery mechanisms in the exchange of cybersecurity information

An OID-based discovery mechanism identifies and locates sources of cybersecurity information
using OIDs, within a hierarchical tree structure whose leaves identify objects. OIDs build
hierarchical naming, i.e., concatenations of values of arcs starting from the root of the tree and
proceeding to one of its leaves. Registered cybersecurity information is reachable by following the
tree from its root to one of the leaves. Note that cybersecurity information is registered under the
object identifier arc for cybersecurity information exchange {joint-iso-itu-t(2) cybersecurity(48)}
[b-ITU-T X.1500.1].
The discovery stages introduced in clause 6 are detailed in clauses 9.1.1 to 9.1.3.
9.1.1

Information publishing stage

When registering information, a source provides multiple types of metadata information, among
which the major categories are: country/region, organization ID, information type, and information
description format. Country/region specifies the organization's country, or organization's region if
the source is a cross-national organization such as ITU. The organization ID specifies the
organization and can be described by, for instance, using a stock ticker number or unique corporate
name. Information type specifies the type of information described in clause 7. The information
description format specifies the format, such as CVE-compatible [b-ITU-T X.1520] or ARFcompatible [b-ARF].
Upon receiving the registration request from the source, the directory registers and stores
information based on the metadata and constructs OID subtrees. Although this Recommendation
does not specify any normative structure for the tree, some candidates are described in the
Appendices I and II.
9.1.2

Candidate list reception stage

The retriever does not necessarily send a query to the directory that has the single consistent registry
of the OID tree. It can know the structure of the tree beforehand, and by following it, may identify
the needed information without sending a query.
The directory may accept an arbitrary query (including text search query) and reply with a
candidate list.
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9.1.3

Information acquisition stage

Based on the candidate list or following the OID tree from the root to a leaf, a retriever chooses one
source, and then sends a request to the source, which in return provides cybersecurity information.
For OID-based discovery, the candidate list reception and information acquisition stages could be
called inseparable, since narrowing down the candidate by following the tree leads to selection of a
single source.
9.2

RDF-based discovery mechanisms in cybersecurity information exchange

An RDF-based discovery mechanism identifies and locates sources of cybersecurity information
based on RDF. Figure 9-1 describes the concept of this mechanism. The source may register itself
to one or more directories (containing registries), which facilitate retrievers so that they can retrieve
the information. Information on identities and capabilities of cybersecurity entities are exchanged
among the entities during the discovery process. Cybersecurity entities send discovery requests to a
directory, each of which has different sources, which become the range of the search for the search
engine.

Directory A
Search query

Directory B
Retriever

List of identifiers
and capability
information
Directory C

Cybersecurity information source

Target range of search

Figure 9-1 – Concept of RDF-based discovery
Different from OID-based discovery, RDF-based discovery has directories consisting of multiple
entities, see Figure 9-2. From a functional standpoint, a directory consists of a discovery agent and
registry agent. The discovery agent communicates with the retriever (an interface for the receiver),
and the registry agent communicates with the source (an interface for the source). The discovery
agent and registry agent may in some cases reside inside one computer. Capability and identifier
information is exchanged among the four entities.
The discovery stages introduced in clause 6 are detailed in clauses 9.2.1 to 9.2.3.

6
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Directory
Retriever

Directory Agent Registry Agent

Information
source
Information
publishing
Candidate list
reception
Information
acquisition

Figure 9-2 – Sequence diagram of RDF-based discovery
9.2.1

Information publishing stage

A source registers its information with a registry agent, which generates and arranges suitable
metadata for the data at the information publishing stage. As with OID-based discovery, the source
provides multiple types of metadata information when registering cybersecurity information, among
which the major categories are: country/region, organization ID, information type, and information
description format. Country/region specifies the organization's country, or organization's region if
the source is a cross-national organization such as ITU. The organization ID specifies the
organization and can be described by, for instance, using the stock ticker number or unique
corporate name. The information type specifies the type of information described in clause 7. The
information description format specifies the format, such as CVE-compatible or ARF-compatible.
Upon receiving the registration request from the source, the directory registers and stores
information based on the metadata and updates the RDF database. Since registry agents often use
hierarchically distributed registries, the registry agent needs to identify in which registry the data
needs to be stored.
Though this Recommendation does not specify a normative structure for the RDF metadata format,
some candidates are described in the Appendices I and II.
9.2.2

Candidate list reception stage

The retriever sends queries to a discovery agent, which forwards them to one or more suitable
registry agents, which retrieve their metadata database and reply with a list of candidate sources at
the candidate list reception stage. The discovery agent aggregates the information received from
multiple-registry agents and sends it to the retriever.
9.2.3

Information acquisition stage

The retriever selects the best-suited source from the list at the information acquisition stage.
10

Methods available for access to discovered information

Various communication protocols can be used to exchange cybersecurity information including
HTTP (which uses RDF) and SNMP (which uses OID).
Some parties may wish to limit parties who can access discovered information by establishing
access control policies. Major criteria of the policies include the IP address, domain,
communication protocol, ID and password, and identification certificate.
Any party seeking cybersecurity information exchanges various messages, including request
messages. These methods will be defined in the ITU-T X.1500 family of Recommendations.
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Appendix I
Cybersecurity operational information ontology
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
Clause 7 of this Recommendation uses an ontology of cybersecurity operational information as
depicted in Figure 7-1. This appendix details the ontology.
It consists of cybersecurity operation domains, roles required to run the operations in the domains,
and cybersecurity information associated with the roles. They are elaborated on below.
I.1

Cybersecurity operation domains

The term "cybersecurity operation" covers a range of security operations in cyber society, but this
ontology focuses on the cybersecurity operations that preserve information security in cyber
societies. Information security is the preservation of information confidentiality, integrity, and
availability, and it sometimes also encompasses accountability, authenticity, and reliability of
information.
To describe the domain of such operations, the ontology provides three cybersecurity operation
domains: IT asset management, incident handling, and knowledge accumulation.
IT asset management: This domain runs cybersecurity operations inside user organizations such as
installing, configuring and managing IT assets, and covers both incident prevention and damage
control operations. IT assets include not only a user's own IT assets but also network connectivity,
cloud services, and identity services provided by external entities for the user.
Incident handling: This domain detects and responds to incidents occurring in cyber societies by
monitoring computer events, incidents comprised of multiple computer events, and attack
behaviours that caused the incidents. More specifically, it monitors computer events, and when an
anomaly is detected, it produces an incident report. Based on the report, it investigates the incident
in detail so that it can clarify the attack pattern and its countermeasures. Based on the incident
analysis, it may provide alerts and advisories, e.g., early warnings against potential threats, to user
organizations.
Knowledge accumulation: This domain collects and generates cybersecurity information and
extracts reusable knowledge for other organizations. To facilitate the reusability, it provides
common naming and taxonomy, with which it organizes and accumulates the knowledge. This
domain serves as the basis of global collaboration beyond organization borders.
I.2

Roles

Based on the cybersecurity operation domains defined above, this clause identifies roles necessary
for running cybersecurity operations in each domain. The IT asset management domain has an
administrator and an IT infrastructure provider, the incident handling domain has a response team
and a coordinator, and the knowledge accumulation domain has a researcher, a product and service
developer, and a registrar for their operations, respectively. Note that the roles are defined from the
viewpoint of functions; therefore one entity may take on several roles depending on the context.
Administrator: This role administers the system of its organization and maintains its functionality.
For this purpose, this role monitors the system usage, diagnoses the system by running integrity
checks, scanning vulnerability, and running penetration tests, and then assesses the security level of
the system. A system administrator inside each organization is one typical instance. A managed
security service provider (MSSP) also serves as an administrator if an organization outsources some
of the above operations to it.

8
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IT infrastructure provider: This role provides the IT infrastructure for an organization. The
infrastructure includes the network connectivity and cloud services such as software as a service
(SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). The IT infrastructure
provider possesses information on inter-organizational networks; e.g., network topology
information and specifications of cloud services. An Internet service provider (ISP), application
service provider (ASP), and cloud service provider (CSP) are typical instances.
Response team: This role monitors and analyses assorted incidents in cyber societies, e.g.,
unauthorized access, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and phishing, and accumulates
incident information. Based on the information, it may implement countermeasures, e.g., blocking
traffic and registering phishing site addresses on black lists. The incident response team inside an
MSSP is a typical instance.
Coordinator: This role coordinates with the other roles and addresses potential threats based on
known incident-related information. It provides warnings to other organizations and sometimes
leads the collaborative mitigation to handle devastating and large-scale attacks such as DDoS
attacks. The CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC), be it either commercial or non-commercial, is
a typical instance.
Researcher: This role researches cybersecurity issues including vulnerabilities and attacks, extracts
knowledge from the research, and accumulates it. It publishes many of the reusable information
through the registrar so that individual organizations may implement needed countermeasures. Xforce within International Business Machines Corp. (IBM), the Risk Research Institute of Cyber
Space (RRICS) at the Little eArth Corporation Co., Ltd. (LAC), and McAfee Lab within McAfee
Inc., are typical instances.
Product and service developer: This role develops products and services and accumulates their
information, such as their versions, configurations, vulnerabilities and patches. It publishes much of
the reusable information through the registrar so that, as with the researcher, individual
organizations may implement needed countermeasures. A software vendor and individual private
software programmer are typical instances.
Registrar: This role classifies, organizes, and accumulates cybersecurity knowledge provided by
the researcher and the product and service developer so that the knowledge can be reutilized by
other organizations. NIST and the Information-Technology Promotion Agency, Japan, are typical
instances. In some cases, an entity serving as researcher or product and service developer may also
serve as registrar and publish information.
I.3

Cybersecurity information

Based on the operation domains and roles, this clause identifies cybersecurity information needed
for operations. Considering the information each of the roles engages in, this ontology defines four
databases; user resource, provider resource, incident, and warning, and three knowledge bases:
product and service, countermeasure, and cyber risk.
I.3.1

User-resource database

The user-resource database accumulates information on assets inside individual organizations and
contains information, such as lists of software/hardware, their configurations, status of resource
usage, security policies including access control policies, security level assessment results, and
intranet topology. It also contains external resource information that individual user organizations
utilize, such as lists of subscribing cloud services (e.g., data centres and SaaS) and their usage
records. The administrator manipulates such information. The ARF and CRF can be utilized for
describing the IT asset assessment results while the CVSS and CWSS scores can be utilized for
scoring the security level of the IT asset. The scores are useful for administrators in prioritizing the
urgency of security operations on IT assets.
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I.3.2

Provider-resource database

The provider-resource database accumulates information on assets outside individual organizations.
In order to run effective and efficient cybersecurity operations, the database needs to be linked to a
user resource database since the border between internal and external IT assets becomes
increasingly unclear, especially in cloud computing. The IT infrastructure provider manipulates
such information. The database mainly contains information on provider networks and cloud
services. Provider network information is on networks with which each organization is connected
with other organizations, such as topology, routing information, access control policies, traffic
status, and security levels. Cloud service information includes the service specifications, workload
information, and security policy information of each cloud service. Note that information specific to
user organizations, such as the local configuration of each cloud service, is stored in the user
resource database.
I.3.3

Incident database

The incident database contains information on incidents, which is generated on the basis of an
analysis of the information in the user resource database. The response team manipulates the
information. This database includes three records: event record, incident record, and attack record.
The event record contains information on computer events including that on packets, files, and their
transactions. Usually, computers automatically provide most of the records as computer logs, such
as for log-in time and date as well as terminal information provided when root users log in to a
system. The logs are instances of this record. CEE can be utilized to describe the record.
The incident record contains information on security incidents and provides information such as the
current state of user systems and further risks. It is derived from analyses of several event records
and their conjectures, which are created automatically or manually. For instance, when excessive
access to one computer is detected, the state of the computer (excessive access to one computer)
and its expected consequence (denial of service) should be recorded in the incident record. The
harmfulness of the incident as well as the need for countermeasures can be judged based on this
record. Note that an incident record may record false incidents; i.e., incident candidates judged as
non-incidents after an investigation. The incident object description exchange format (IODEF) can
be utilized to describe the record.
The attack record contains information on attacks derived from analyses of incident records. It
describes the attack sequence; such as how the attack was initiated, which part of the IT assets were
targeted, and how the attack's damage was propagated. Note that this record needs to be linked to
the incident record.
I.3.4

Warning database

The warning database contains information on cybersecurity warnings. The information is designed
for either the general public or a specific organization. The one for the general public usually
contains statistical information and alerts while the one for a specific organization contains security
advice customized for the organization. The information is generated on the basis of the information
in the incident database and the cyber risk knowledge base. The coordinator and response team
manipulate such information. Based on the warnings, user organizations may implement
countermeasures against warned cybersecurity risks.
I.3.5

Cyber risk knowledge base

The cyber risk knowledge base accumulates cybersecurity risk information. It is provided by the
researcher and product and service developer, and is then organized and classified by the registrar.
The knowledge base includes vulnerability and threat knowledge bases.
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Vulnerability knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates known vulnerability
information, which includes naming, taxonomy, and enumeration of known software and system
vulnerability. It also includes information on human vulnerabilities, which are vulnerabilities that
human IT users are exposed to. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) and the Open Source
Vulnerability Database (OSVDB) are practical instances of this database, and CVE and CWE can
be utilized to describe the contents of the knowledge base.
Threat knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates known cybersecurity threat
information. It includes attack and misuse knowledge bases. The attack knowledge base
accumulates information on attacks such as attack patterns, attack tools (e.g., malware), and their
trends. Trend information includes, for instance, past attack trends in terms of geography and attack
targets, and statistical information on past attacks. CAPEC and MAEC can be utilized to describe
the contents of the knowledge base.
The misuse knowledge base accumulates information on misuses attributed to users' inappropriate
usage, be it either benign or malicious. Benign usage includes mistyping, misrecognition caused by
inattentional blindness, misunderstanding, and being caught in phishing traps. Malicious usages
include compliance violations such as unauthorized service usage and access to inappropriate
materials. Note that the attack and misuse knowledge bases are omitted from Figure 7-1 for
simplicity.
I.3.6

Countermeasure knowledge base

The countermeasure knowledge base accumulates information on countermeasures to cybersecurity
risks. It is provided by the researcher and product and service developer, and is then organized and
classified by the registrar. The knowledge base contains assessment and detection/protection
knowledge bases.
Assessment knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates known rules and criteria for
assessing the security level of IT assets, checklists of configurations, and heuristics including best
practices. The CVSS/CWSS formulae are two of the best practices for assessing security levels and
are accumulated in this knowledge base. Apart from that, XCCDF and OVAL can be utilized to
describe rules and provide checklists.
Detection/protection knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates known rules and criteria
for detecting/protecting security threat. It also accumulates heuristics including best practices.
I.3.7

Product and service knowledge base

The product and service knowledge base accumulates information on products and services. It is
provided by the researcher and product and service developer, and is then organized and classified
by the registrar. The knowledge base includes the version and configuration knowledge bases.
Version knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates version information on products and
services, which includes naming and enumeration of their versions. Regarding the product, security
patches are also included here. CPE can be utilized to enumerate common platforms.
Configuration knowledge base: This knowledge base accumulates configuration information on
products and services. It includes naming, taxonomy and enumeration of known configurations of
products and services. Regarding service configuration, it also contains guidelines on service
usages. CCE can be utilized to enumerate common configurations of products.
Some supplementary information on this ontology is found in [b-Ontology] and in Appendix II of
[b-ITU-T X.1500].
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Appendix II
Specifications describing databases and knowledge bases
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
The seven types of information introduced in clause 7 are described with a range of cybersecurity
specifications including ITU-T X.1500-compatible specifications (e.g., CVE and IODEF), as can be
seen in Table I.1. Thus, the level of details of discovered cybersecurity information will follow the
level of detail of the specifications. Using the approach the level of details is flexible and thus
various specifications could be built for specific purposes.
Table II.1 – Specifications supporting the ontology
Domains
IT asset
management

KBs/DBs
User resource DB

ARF, AI, CVSS/CWSS
scores

Provider resource DB
Incident handling
Knowledge
accumulation

---

Incident DB

CEE, IODEF

Warning DB

IODEF

Cyber risk KB

Vulnerability KB
Threat KB

Countermeasure KB

Assessment KB
Detection/protection KB

Product and service
KB
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CVE, CWE, CVRF
CAPEC, MAEC
CVSS/CWSS formula
OVAL, XCCDF

Version KB

CPE

Configuration KB

CCE

NOTE – DB: Database; KB: Knowledge base.
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Specifications

Appendix III
An illustrated implementation of RDF-based discovery
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
III.1

RDF-based discovery implementation example

The concept depicted in Figure 9-1 could be implemented by putting the discovery agents and the
registry agents together inside RDF search engines. Cybersecurity entities send a discovery request
to an RDF search engine, which returns list of identities and their capabilities. Note that each search
engine has different sources, which become its search range.
In a practical environment, to secure scalability, the source can be registered and managed
hierarchically, as shown in Figure III.1. Tier 1 can be an individual RDF search engine that actually
works as the discovery agent, tier 2 might be an entity registered under the rules of operation of a
regional registry such as the American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN), Réseaux IP
Européens (RIPE), or the Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC), and more hierarchy
may be introduced depending on the implementation. A source may be CERT or any other
cybersecurity entity.
Tier 1

Tier 2

RDF search
engine A

Regional
registry A

RDF search
engine B

Regional
registry B

RDF search
engine C

Regional
registry C

...

Information
source

Search

Cybersecurity
entity

List of identifiers
and capability
information

X.1570(11)_FIII.1

Cybersecurity information source

Target range of search

Figure III.1 – Hierarchy of source registry
III.2

Class hierarchy of cybersecurity information

Figure III.2 shows the discovery mechanism's class hierarchy. Each class represents the category
introduced in Appendix II of [b-ITU-T X.1500]. For detail on each category, refer to the
Recommendation. Note that the XML namespace defined by ITU-T is used [b-ITU-T X.1500].
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http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#CybexInfo
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#CybersecurityEntities
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#CybersecurityInformation
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#IncidentDatabase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#WarningDatabase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#UserResouceDatabase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#ProviderResourceDatabase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#CyberRiskKnowledgeBase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#CountermeasureKnowledgeBase
http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
http://www.itu.int/xml-namespace
/itu-t/x.1500#ProductAndServiceKnowledgeBase

Figure III.2 – Class hierarchy of cybersecurity information
NOTE – The use of the .int in the top level domain name is shown as an example in Figure III.3, and is not
intended to be used operationally.

Each cybersecurity class usually includes the following attributes:
•
entry_date: stores the date of data entry/modification
•
issuer_name: stores the issuer name (the issuer can be either private or corporate)
•
contact_email: stores the contact party's email address
•
resources: stores the identifiers, such as web addresses, to further resources
•
Info_type: stores the type of information such as CVE, CWSS [b-CWSS], CVSS
[b-ITU-T X.1521], OVAL [b-OVAL], SCAP [b-SCAP], XCCDF [b-XCCDF], CPE
[b-CPE], CCE [b-CCE], and ARF.
Any party seeking cybersecurity information can request data in a unit of any particular class.
Information can be searched for by criteria including class name, class attribute, and last
modification date and time.
The test implementation of the discovery scheme is available online: http://cybiet.sourceforge.net/
NOTE – The implementation discovers cybersecurity information that is structured following the ontology
described in Figure 7-1.
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